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Abstract

Purpose - The resourcing of policing activity is characterised by a level of complexity, particularly where evaluating alternative policy options is concerned. In this paper, a case study using multimethodological modelling to compare alternative policy choice in a group context is outlined with respect to response-patrol officer deployment within a UK police force.

Design/methodology/approach - The application of a three phase modelling process is illustrated where scenario planning is used to generate the scope of the system elements to be modelled. This is followed by causal mapping to identify the barriers to improving officer resourcing, and system dynamics modelling is used to simulate the impacts of a range of policy options within this policing function. A group model building approach was applied throughout the modelling phases with an expert group to negotiate a shared view of the structure and dynamics of the resourcing policy challenges.

Findings – A fully validated system dynamics model emerged from the multi-phase modelling process which allowed a series of alternative future policy scenarios to be explored and evaluated. Useful policy insights were generated by the system dynamics simulation model which suggested more efficient rules for resource allocation in the police force’s response-patrol officer function.

Originality/value - The insights from this case study demonstrates that multi-phase modelling has potential application in policy exploration across a range of emergency service providers whose actions are governed by both variable demand and constrained supply of resource.
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1. Introduction

Systems thinking is concerned with the interrelationship between constituent parts and a functioning whole (Trochim et al, 2006). System science as a discipline has both breadth and depth, but specifically within this, systems modelling can be used to increase understanding of complex systems through the exploration of cause-effect and decision making, often where feedbacks exist. Scenario thinking can be used to identify the key driving forces for change which assist model builders in determining the system scope to be modelled.

Complex decision making in the public sector organisations is widespread within large government departments who have to manage an array of often competing stakeholder expectations when deciding between alternatives. Cross-sectional Operation Research techniques have been developed to support detailed decision making but without always being able to consider the longitudinal implications for following a particular course of action. Dynamically complex issues inherent to public sector organisations can be addressed by understanding the underlying systemic structure and resulting behaviours (Sterman, 2001). Typically, where cause and effect are separated by time and distance, making decisions can be frustrated by unintended consequences that need studying before finalising the decision. A number of system modelling techniques exist but system dynamics is a quantified approach that is particularly suited to modelling complex management problems that vary with time, and are characterised by resource accumulations and flows, information links, feedback mechanisms, delays and non-linearities, all of which are inherent to most managed systems. The approach was first developed by Forrester (1961) to examine supply chain oscillations. Since then system dynamics has evolved both methodologically and in application.

Policing a community is characterised by diverse and complex decision making processes, from real time actions on the front line through to more strategic decisions being made by the Chief Officer Group under Home Office’s direction. Police operations always involve the public, whether keeping them safe from harm or protecting their property. Invariably the first on the scene of an incident are the patrol officers who represent a significant constituent of any policing system. Police authorities continue to develop police patrol strategies and operations that provide safety in a resource efficient and effective way (Zhang and Brown, 2013). Often this is achieved through taking a more business-like approach through the application of New Public Management principles (Barton and Barton, 2011).

A tension exists between the need for patrol officers to resolve pressing incidents and the requirement to develop and maintain extensive policing skills and capabilities. Longer term allocation of resource to police patrol officer recruitment, training and development is essential if the needs of the community are to be met. The disparity in timescales between almost instantaneous demand for police assistance and a long lead time in developing sufficient officer capacity and capability can lead to significant dynamic imbalances in the system. Such long delays between actions and their consequences make effective experiential learning extremely difficult. By the time policies and decisions are developed, their impact measured, and policy adjustments made, more permanent unintended consequences can be rendered (Ghaffarzadegan et al, 2011). To avoid this, simulation models can be built which inform understanding of the impact of decision making within complex and chaotic environments before actual changes are made.
This is where insights on effective resource development and allocation can guide policy and decision making. Simulation models can help police forces test out key assumptions concerning strategic resourcing in a risk free way to help establish viable futures for patrol officer policing operations. Dealing with systemic complexity and associated risk under conditions of uncertainty requires organisations to view their world through multiple perspectives and accommodate a range of alternative views for the future as scenarios or descriptions of plausible futures (Lindgren and Bandhold, 2003).

Although a number of research papers report on the use of spatial modelling (Curtin et al, 2010; Zhang and Brown, 2013; Li et al, 2011; Barbosa and Petty, 2014) and discrete event modelling of operational level resource decisions in police patrol systems (Brooks et al, 2011; Srinivasan et al, 2013) there does not appear to be any research published on simulation modelling of more strategic and policy orientated patrol officer resourcing. This paper aims to demonstrate how group based multimethodological modelling can been used to support the development of a robust policy oriented system dynamics model for patrol officer resource evaluation. The multimethodology presented comprises of three phases:

1. scoping alternative future states using scenario based cross-impact analysis;
2. capturing representations of existing policy and control interactions through causal mapping of different scenarios; and
3. translating causal structures into viable alternative policy decisions using system dynamics modelling.

The paper is organised as follows. Firstly, an exposition of the multimethodology literature, followed by a review of the group model building methodology. Lastly, the police modelling case study is described along with how multimethodological modelling was applied. The use of multimethodology within a group model building setting is then discussed. Finally, within the conclusions, the utility and effectiveness of the case modelling intervention and lessons for organising modelling processes is reflected upon.

2. Multimethodology Modelling

In many instances, one modelling method can be sufficient to address real-world issues. A wide range of softer, qualitative operational research methods have been developed over the last fifty years to compliment initial approaches that are based solely on quantitative mathematics. As the number of modelling methods, both hard and soft, has grown, so has the opportunity to combine more than one method together. Where the issue is characterised by higher levels of complexity, it may be necessary to mix several modelling approaches to address it. Combining whole or part methods together for resolving a particular issue is known as multimethodology (Mingers and Brocklesby, 1997; Munro and Mingers, 2002). Multimethodology has been developed over several decades with a large number of publications produced (see review by Howick and Ackermann, 2011). It has been typically based on combining softer problem structuring techniques (Mingers, 2000), but more recently there has been an increased mix of approaches where softer methods have been applied alongside more traditional, harder operational research techniques such as mathematical analysis (Ferreira, 2012) and data mining (Brown et al, 2006). An earlier survey conducted by Munro and Mingers (2002) of operational research
specialists identifies this emerging pattern. The study was primarily conducted in the UK to assess the use of multimethodology amongst academics and operational research practitioners. It established that two or three methods employed in combination is common practice. It revealed that equal combinations of hard, soft and mixed approaches are used within multimethodology, with certain techniques often applied in combination. For instance, Delphi and scenario planning for exploring futures; rich picture development emerging from Viable Systems Model and Soft System Methodology; plus using cognitive mapping as a front-end structuring method for the development of system dynamics models.

Multimethodology can be used to address multi-dimensional issues above and beyond what is possible from the application of a single method. This is particularly the case in group based situations where a rich picture of contributor views is required to be produced (Mingers and Brocklesby, 1997). Due to the complexity of many real world issues, alternative methods can be applied to tackle different aspects of the situation, thus enabling a multimethodology selection to focus on that full richness that is present in the real world. A complex modelling intervention may not only comprise a single event but may stretch over a number of stages where relevant methods are combined to yield superior insights and predictions. Whilst the benefits of multimethodology are easily recognised, there are some potential difficulties, not least, encouraging participants to switch their perspective between techniques and the difficulty of understanding how to competently apply several methods in one intervention (Kotiadis and Mingers, 2006).

System dynamics modelling is a popular approach to examining many real world issues in concert with other methods, typically where softer problem structuring techniques are used to formulate thinking, followed by the construction and parameterisation of a simulation model. Ackermann et al (2011) has used Journey Making\textsuperscript{2} (a causal mapping technique) combined with system dynamics modelling as a multimethodology to allow participants to examine complex issues in stakeholder based policy making workshops (Ackermann et al, 2011). Others have combined system dynamic models with complimentary operational research methods. For instance, Santos et al (2008) consider health service provision using one such combination of methods to understand the performance scores associated with different policy interventions in a hospital department. Based on combining system dynamics and multi-criteria decision making they predict performance scores for an oncology unit based on alternative resourcing options. System dynamics has been combined with other operational research/problem structuring techniques to model a range of issues. Howick and Eden (2011) describe a combination of using Journey Making with quantitative system dynamics to support strategy development in a large UK police force.

On the harder modelling front, through combining Unified Modelling Language and system dynamics modelling, Béard et al (2011) report another healthcare case study of using a simulation model to evaluate IT support for clinical trials. Wang and Moon (2012) also use hybrid modelling where agent-based modelling and system dynamics are used to examine alternative strategies for the deployment of innovations in organisations. Ip et al (2011) propose an integrated approach to measuring supply chain performance using system dynamics and autoregressive integrated moving average models using a case study of a semiconductor equipment manufacturer. Another illustration of hybrid modelling is provided by Jovanoski et al (2013) who use system dynamics modelling to examine strategic issues and discrete
event simulation to evaluate decisions in production management systems. Whether described as multimethodology or hybrid modelling, system dynamics in combination with other softer or harder modelling techniques has shown to result in better models being built than in using system dynamics alone.

3. Group Model Building

The concept of facilitated modelling has been applied to different hard and soft operational research techniques (Franco and Montibeller, 2010) with examples including Group Model Building (GMB) methodology for system dynamics modelling. All such model building facilitation methods encourage problem owners to take part in model development and subsequently adopt future outcomes predicted by the model through clear and transparent (white-box) construction processes (Andersen and Richardson, 1997). This is in direct contrast to earlier model building approaches where often the focus has been on the construction of grey-box models where the client has some limited understanding of the link between model structure and behaviour.

Simulation models built with expert contributions offer particular utility when verifying structure and validating numerical parameters. Also known as collaborative modelling (Van den Belt, 2004), GMB with system dynamics can offer insight on messy and complex issues embedded within high-order systems where multiple cause and effect are separated by time and distance. This approach creates system dynamics models designed to achieve specific goals by means of rational description and reasoning (Hoppenbrouwers and Rouwette, 2012). GMB amongst stakeholders supports strategic decision making through generating information about an issue under consideration in a participatory way. This consensus-based approach can help to create ownership of the issue and help solidify management commitment to actual implementation of the recommendations that the model supports (Akkermans and Vennix, 1997). In addition, GMB supports the development of a shared language amongst participants, allowing them to better understand each other (Rouwette et al, 2002). GMB also seeks to overcome the heuristics inherent to “traditional” decision making through integrating and structuring available information (Rouwette, 2011). It is a modelling process that is able to capture judgemental data and incorporate this into quantitative model formulations (Luna-Reyes and Andersen, 2003) via the use of scripts. These scripts enable different types of information to be captured and represented in a modelling form by specifying in advance the activities required to produce models (Richardson and Andersen, 1995; Vennix, 1996, 1999).

GMB sessions are organised through facilitators who prepare scripts to help participants contribute effectively to each stage of the model building process. In a typical GMB exercise, participants develop one or more system dynamics models during structured and facilitated workshops where knowledge is elicited from stakeholders (Bérard, 2010). Visual facilitation techniques such as causal mapping and stock-flow diagramming are used in combination in the facilitated workshops (Akkermans and Vennix, 1997; Ackermann et al, 2010). Good facilitation can allow the participants mental models to be shared (Vennix et al, 1996).

According to Vennix (1999), messy issues often render different viewpoints amongst participants in a model building process, requiring a GMB approach to be employed to gain group acceptance. When combined with multimethodologies,
GMB can generate a level of negotiated consensus on the issue(s) of interest and increase the information processing capability within the group. In addition, providing feedback in a GMB setting can serve to clarify fuzzy ideas through recounting stories that result in dynamic insights obtained for the whole group (Luna-Reyes et al., 2006). Scripting techniques provide a valuable route map to allow efficient use of time used for model building. Even so, typical system dynamics interventions often take days to complete with even longer time lapses between workshops. Within organisations, top management are often involved with initiating a GMB process to understand how to address complex managerial and policy issues where their support is essential (Andersen et al., 1997). GMB teams are formed with key actors that management select. Direct management involvement may continue by contributing within the group or can cease at this early point, relying instead upon progress reports to reduce their time commitment. There is the danger though that by reducing involvement in this manner, managers may not benefit from the communications within the group, thus potentially weakening their commitment to the modelling outcomes.

A range of issues have been examined using GMB with system dynamics modelling. Ecology has been a popular application (Stave, 2002; Château et al., 2012) especially where public engagement is at stake. Messy public sector topics addressed using GMB principles include national shipping policy (Vennix, 1995), emergency services management (Luna-Reyes et al., 2004), criminal justice (Gil-Garcia and Pardo, 2006) and, policing themes (Newsome, 2008; Howick and Eden, 2011).

Rouwette et al. (2011) recognise the contribution modelling can make in translating messy issues into clearer problems, especially where participants have a rich stock of prior knowledge on the issues of concern. Stories can be used to translate experience into examples that can be built into a model. The importance of bringing the participants’ different experiences and perspectives into the GMB process cannot be underestimated, particularly where participants may hold unique knowledge. Policing offers a fertile storytelling environment where participants in GMB produce a rich stock of stories about multiple aspects of policing policy.

4. Policing Case Study

Devon and Cornwall are two counties in southwest England served by a single police service, Devon and Cornwall Police (DCP). Its response patrol-officer function supports the majority of urgent requests for public assistance. DCP had decided to increase the overall police officer headcount from 3,200 to 3,500 in response to growing demands on their services. As the entry point into DCP, the response-patrol officer function was having to accommodate an increased number of recruits, while still losing a high number of experiences officers to tenured posts. This had dynamic implications for retention of experience within the response-patrol officer (RPO) function requiring evaluation of different policy responses to this issue.

4.1 The current response-patrol officer system

A supply-demand relationship exists between the provision of officers to meet the demands for assistance. Demand for officer response is categorised according to priority (incidents require immediate, prompt or routine attention). The flow of demand for officer assistance is largely instantaneous. This contrasts to the flow of
trained officers into the patrol pool where lead times of two years between recruitment and entering the pool exist. Slow officer supply and fast demand for officer response can lead to a supply-demand mismatch if forward planning for provision of officer headcount is inadequate.

This phenomenon, coupled with changes in government policy, generate uncertainty and introduce complexity into longer term planning. In such circumstances, a resource strategy that considers only one future may not be appropriate. DCP were seeking to explore alternative policy futures for allocating RPO resource to meet public demand. Simulation modelling was an approach that could provide policy evaluation into the future state of the RPO system. Home Office initiatives aimed at improving police services included Workforce Modernisation (developing officer resourcing processes), Operation Quest (augmenting business processes) and The Policing Pledge (increasing customer satisfaction and public confidence), and it was therefore important to incorporate elements of these frameworks into any simulation modelling for exploring their impact on the effectiveness of the RPO function.

4.2 Applying the multimethodology to the case study

The methodological approach provided participants with the necessary perspectives to inform robust policy making. Arriving at a fully validated model to support response-patrol officer (RPO) allocation would require the contribution of system actors with relevant expertise and know-how throughout the methodological phases. Six experts participated, comprising mid-ranking police officers (sergeants and inspectors involved in front-line and training roles) and equivalent civilian managers who were able to offer a wealth of knowledge about how RPO demand and supply operate in practice. Participant selection was based on relevant knowledge, access to information and ability to communicate model outcomes and practical implementations. As trusted ‘middle-out’ members of DCP, this group could help to frame issues, interpret any model inputs and disseminate alternative policy outcomes both vertically (throughout management hierarchy) and laterally (across functional boundaries).

Figure 1 represents its three phases. It began with the client group identifying viable alternative futures through scoping the boundaries of the investigation (Phase One). At this point, discrete sequences of interacting factors were recognised by the group reflecting four possible broad futures of RPO resourcing. Contributors then structured a set of viable scenarios from these futures using causal mapping to identify the influences on system behaviour that need to be taken into account when looking to establish parameters, decision rules and feedback mechanisms (Phase Two). This provided greater definition of the four identified scenarios by making these specific to the DCP situation. Detailed policy decision options were next analysed using a system dynamics model, whose structure and parameters were configured for each future state. The simulation was run and the outputs of each policy test were comparatively evaluated (Phase Three). The simulation model provided a rational mathematical description of possible policy journeys from the current to future states. This three phase methodology can deliver a reliable and reproducible approach for developing wider views of the future against which policing strategies, policies and practice can be tested and evaluated.
In the group engagement, it was important to scope out the final system dynamics model boundaries as early as possible to engage the client in understanding what qualitative futures may or may not be possible before taking them through latter quantification phases. By this means we hoped to be able to generate a set of robust alternatives policy outcomes that the group could own and share with others to support strategic thinking.

Figure 1. The Three Phase Methodology

4.3 The group model building process

In addition to the six participants involved in the group model building, an additional DCP colleague held a dual role as both GMB facilitator and also offline modeller. His role was to elicit knowledge from the group and reflect these constructs within the models, reporting back on progress to the group as the build proceeded. Shared constructs were mapped out on whiteboards and acetates, and audio recordings of conversations were made to help the modeller to refine model structures and parameters in-between workshops. From within the group, a police project manager acted as gatekeeper to help to confirm group views with the facilitator and vice versa.

The group met across three GMB workshops, each separated by one week intervals. This enabled feedback from workshops to be provided ahead of the next one. At the start of each workshop, the sequence and timing of activities was outlined by the facilitator. These activities were pre-assembled in the form of scripts which reflected each elicitation procedure for the particular workshop. Scripts allowed each workshop to move towards realising objectives within their allocated time and generate useful group insights.
4.3.1 Phase One: Planning viable futures

Phase One involved group contributions within a futures planning workshop to scope the potential boundaries and broad content for structuring a system dynamics model of the RPO resourcing issue. The approach considered interactions between external environmental factors over time. This formed the basis of a credible description of potential future states and enabled the internal requirements of the RPO system and its resourcing to be understood.

A scripted process was set in place to help the GMB participants identify the broad model components that would need to be used to support the simulation of alternative policy futures. This comprised of using a PESTEL\(^5\) framework to elicit participant views on key future external variables and their level of impact on RPO resourcing. A cross-impact matrix was assembled using the PESTEL categories to frame the direct influences between individual factors (i.e. factors residing within each PESTEL category) defining the system. The cross-impact matrix axes of the matrix represent drivers or cause (vertical axis) and interacting impact or effect (horizontal axis). For each of the intersecting factors, input (cause) rows were compared against output (effect) columns to determine the strength of influence and dependence between them. For most cells a no cause-effect relationship was identified (a zero score assigned), but in cases where participants identified a relationship, the strength of causality was gauged on a scale of low (1), medium (2) or high (3). The polarity of each relationship (positive or negative gradient between cause and effect) was assigned by the group to the intersect using a plus or minus symbol. Each identified intersection represents a significant potential event for the system. Figure 2 represents an example sequence of three related events mapped onto the matrix. The resulting cross-impact matrix chart allowed the journey to be mapped from driver to resulting impact against the PESTEL axes. The group described the logical order of these sets of cause-effect events. The journey between events was plotted as a trajectory on the matrix between key points in time associated with each viable future. This helped participants to sketch-out specific alternative futures.

![Figure 2. Example Cross-Impact Matrix Chart](image-url)
It was notable that the most significant number of cause and effect interactions occurred between factors under the Political and Legal categories. Political and legal Home Office directives need to be translated into actions at the individual police force level which heavily influenced the identification of system boundaries. Within the system boundaries, participants considered several alternative future states based on demands from external factors including:

a. improving the response-patrol officer (RPO) headcount to allow efficient incident resolution;

b. better training into the RPO function, process improvement potentially leading to faster incident resolution;

c. combination of a. and b;

d. none of the above.

In response to such challenges the following four policing response futures were identified by the participants for developing into modelling scenarios:

No Change Future (i) – No new measures to address changes in the external environment. Let existing system trends roll forward with RPO headcount and knowledge base continuing to change.

More Resources Future (ii) – Redeploy extra officers from tenured roles to meet RPO front-line response requirements. Backfill tenured vacancies with administrative resource. RPO resource will be boosted with an injection of new officer numbers.

Less Demand and Resource Future (iii) – Improve RPO utilisation through process improvement, where the scope of RPO activity is reduced along with the officer headcount. Less critical incidents can be dealt with by other policing functions allowing the RPO to deal with more serious incidents.

Rotational Resource Future (iv) – Setting up a rotational flow of officers to ensure that skill levels are maintained when dealing with the general public on the front-line. This necessitates a regular return of tenured officers into the RPO to maintain sufficient headcount and officer experience.

From Phase One, both system structure and outlying content were established for the alternative RPO resourcing futures. This increased group understanding of this resourcing issue and clarified the process for overcoming the current barriers to realising alternative and viable futures.

4.3.2 Phase Two: Identifying today’s constraints

Following on from the scenario planning workshop at Phase One, a Group Model Building (GMB) viable futures workshop was set up to agree where potential barriers to future RPO resourcing might exist within the current system and how those could be overcome. This workshop was designed to provide essential clarity around current barriers towards alternative future destinations through scenario thinking activity.

Based on a script, the four future scenarios generated from the cross-impact matrix exercise were translated into more detailed policy orientated interpretations using a causal mapping technique to structure system constraints. As much of the information held by participants was judgemental, story-telling was encouraged to...
help shape how each scenario could unfold over time. Officers described events and examples of when actions had worked well in resolving incidents or conversely when situations had encountered systemic problems. This storytelling tactic suited the officers within the group who were familiar with this type of approach for eliciting tacit information from victims at critical interviews (Taylor, 2005).

As the participants described cause and effect in their own terms, the facilitator was able to sketch simple cause-effect maps to capture these relationships and categorize relevant information to reflect what had been learnt by the group through the narrative enquiry approach and represent the interaction of components for each policy scenario. The analysis of these interactions provided information about which DCP structures and controls may need adjusting to unfreeze the current state of the organisation before moving towards a specific visualised scenario policy option.

Figure 3 provides an example of a causal map component developed within the group. Arrows are used indicate cause-effect direction with the central theme labelled within the loop. In this example, four elements interact to provide a feedback loop to represent the process of promoting patrol officers to tenured roles. Achieving basic knowledge increases career path opportunities, which in turn increases promotion opportunities beyond patrol. This then reduces overall knowledge and skills retained within the patrol pool. The group confirmed that this feedback had a detrimental effect on providing RPO capability.

![Figure 3. Example Causal Map](image)

The following four scenarios were agreed by the group as possible policy pathways (as an evolution from the earlier viable futures): Business as Usual (No Change), Workforce Modernisation (More Resources), Operation QUEST (Less Demand and Fewer Resources), US Navy Home Port (Rotational Resource) as specified in Figure 1.

**Business as Usual (i)** – identify baseline position where no changes to resourcing the RPO is instituted, providing a referent trajectory for comparing other detailed scenarios. Maintain the target seeking controls to meet the total Devon and Cornwall Police (DCP) headcount of 3500 officers with the associated free-flow of
officers from training to RPO then tenure. The existing cause-effect connections previously identified reflect this *status quo* system performance.

**Workforce Modernisation (ii)** – is a Home Office methodology that has been used in UK police forces to improve workforce skill utilisation by ensuring that highly competent officers are redeployed in numbers to meet the demands placed on the response patrol officer function. It was envisaged that up to 200 DCP officers could be redeployed *en masse* from tenured roles into the function with minimal impact on performance in other functions due to civilian replacement of vacated officer roles.

**Operation QUEST™ (iii)** – is a combined KPMG/Home Office methodology that can improve operational police processes through specialisation of work. DCP could consider transferring up to 46 RPOs to deal specifically with routine grade incidents, leaving the remaining RPO pool responding to immediate and prompt incidents.

**Home Port (iv)** – as yet untested in UK policing, Home Port refers to a US navy system where sailors are rotated between deployment at sea and shore based duties located at their home port. The group recognised that a similar approach could be adopted in DCP where officers are periodically moved between RPO and tenure to ensure that the skills of experienced officers are available to both functions (current policy favours tenure due to minimum tenure time to return on specialised role-related investments).

A set of qualified scenarios emerged from the Phase Two workshop. A common consensus on the structural constraints and policy barriers aligned to these alternative scenario options was achieved. This allowed next the development of a policy orientated system dynamics model to simulate the resourcing of the function.

4.3.3 Phase Three: Integrating from now to alternative future(s)

Equipped with details of what each future might entail, from causal maps and scenario plans, it was possible to develop a system dynamics simulation model with quantified starting values parameterised through GMB again, using a scripted process to facilitate this. This signified the final phase of resolving the supply-demand RPO resourcing issue through developing a simulation model. This would allow essential actions to be implemented in order to realise one or more of the four alternative (scenario) futures to best align longer term RPO resourcing outcomes to the DCP vision, mission and values. A fully parameterised and calibrated system dynamics model would offer DCP a clear choice between alternative RPO resourcing policy options that could construct a scientific theory between planned action and desired change currently lacking in less rigorous decision-making approaches.

In the final workshop of this GMB process, the aim was to sketch the stock-flow structure of the system dynamics model, add additional parameters and variables to that structure and then numerically calibrate the model to allow it to run as a simulation to test policy options.

The causal maps developed in the Phase Two workshop were translated by the group into stock-flow diagram\(^{[10]}\) to represent the supply of RPO and the incident demands placed on the function. Figure 4 summarises the key elements of the stock-flow diagram produced with the group (See Carter and Moizer, 2011 for full stock-flow diagram). The stock-flow demand for RPO assistance is characterised as a backlog of incidents awaiting resolution (stock) and being resolved by response-
patrol officer function (flow). This flow rate is governed by the availability of experienced officers. The RPO capacity is constrained by the requirement for many officers in DCP to work in tenured roles as well as reduced capabilities of the officers still under training to deal effectively with the range of incidents they might encounter. The backlog of requests is represented as an array function to reflect incidents requiring attention based on priority of response. The group confirmed that within DCP, police incidents are assigned one of three priorities: immediate, prompt or routine, and that available RPO resource is allocated in that order.

The backlog of requests is represented as an array function to reflect incidents requiring attention based on priority of response. The group confirmed that within DCP, police incidents are assigned one of three priorities: immediate, prompt or routine, and that available RPO resource is allocated in that order.

Various sources of written, electronic and personal experience information were used to populate the stock flow diagram with equations and parameter values as a precursor to simulating each policy scenario. Where data was not available, specialised scripts were used with the group to elicit numerical values. The core RPO diagram was then translated off-line into a system dynamics model featuring parameters and equations elicited from this final workshop. This required a number of structure (structure-verification, parameter-verification, and extreme-conditions), behaviour (behaviour-prediction and behaviour sensitivity) and policy implication (changed-behaviour-prediction and boundary-adequacy) tests to be performed as part of the model validation and confidence building.

The fully quantified scenarios were simulated for each RPO resourcing policy option. Maintaining a Business as Usual (i) approach was quickly established as problematic, where RPO and experience shortages were shown to diminish the capacity to deal with lower grade incidents over time. Simulating the Workforce Modernisation (ii) policy (returning 200 full time equivalents - fte to the function) showed an increase in officer headcount in the short term without addressing the longer term outflow of officers to tenure, again resulting in a diminished capacity in the longer term. For Operation Quest (iii) the redeployment of officers (ring-fencing 46 fte by moving them away from RPO duties) resulting in a fifth fewer demands on the function. RPO capacity was shown to diminish at a quicker rate than with the Workforce Modernisation but the impact was less pronounced. Home Port (iv) was the last scenario considered where officers rotated between RPO and tenured roles. This simulation indicated that it was the most sustainable policy for maintaining the
function’s capacity, as experienced officers are periodically returned from tenure to patrol ensuring that adequate headcount and associated experience levels can be conserved within the function are available.

5. Case Study Discussion and Implications

This Devon and Cornwall Police (DCP) case study demonstrated how system dynamics models can be developed through expert group participation using a modelling multimethodology to help understand complex policy issues for policing services. Applying the multimethodology has generated valuable perspectives into the development of a policy orientated simulation model with potential adaption and application to other managerial problems.

5.1 Using group model building to facilitate multimethodological modelling

As a catalyst in this study, GMB offered the modellers descriptions of real-world issues at the same time as providing DCP participants with policy insights on previously unquantified relationships between complex interacting causal entities. Greater understanding between parties was generated through the cross-fertilisation of multiple method perspectives that helped everyone to negotiate the scope of the key system features and their dynamics. This provided essential confidence in the fidelity of this model building approach that can offer value to others making policy decisions on similarly messy issues. As Rouwette et al. (2009) assert, modelling and facilitation not only improves information processing within the group context, but supports the exchange of arguments through high quality communication.

5.2 Benefits and limitations within the case study

Benefits of the three phase methodology have included participatory qualitative verification and quantitative validation of this simulation model and its resulting scenario predictions of dynamic performance. Using several modelling methods to progress the DCP group understanding of alternative policy options allowed not only insight and understanding to be gained and communicated, but ownership of the emergent system dynamics model to be realised. The GMB also allowed participants to engage in critical investigation providing an antidote to the dangers of groupthink (Vennix, 1999).

A key limitation with the methodological approach relates to scaling the process across a larger group of contributors. Here the small group dynamic diminishes and the process naturally takes longer to conclude. In order to counter this scaling constraint, specialist groups deciding smaller areas of model detail might need to be combined by senior management taking a holistic view of the issue.

5.3 Generating group perspectives through multimethodological modelling

Applying the multimethodology led to a policy orientated system dynamics model of the RPO function, with elements of the model informed by the qualitative modelling phases, namely scenario planning followed by causal mapping. These earlier system perspectives were integrated into the simulation model where variables that
may *prima facia* have appeared to have little impact on the policy outcomes. These could be represented and then tested to understand whether they can be ruled in or out of the dynamically messy issue. The range of individual ‘pet theories’ on how the RPO system operated could be challenged and assumptions modified through group consensus. The backend of the modelling process allowed the group to converge their thinking towards a set of shared numerical model parameters arrived at from different starting points based on individual mental models.

### 5.4 Case study group model building value

GMB can help to uncover and incorporate tacit information held by group members into a dynamic policing policy-orientated simulation model. System dynamics modelling can achieve this by enabling different combinations of structural and control mechanisms to be elicited from stakeholders and tested on key aspects of the system under consideration, i.e. the officer resource allocation mechanism. Figure 5 provides a view of the benefits encountered by DCP using GMB.

![Multi-level GMB Benefits](adapted from Rouwette et al., 2002)

The structure comprises a vertical strata describing the organisational levels of DCP associated with the GMB process. In the top strata, Owner Commitment, issue owners represented by the Chief Officers were provided with scenario outcomes to support policy development based on simulating alternative response-patrol officer resource futures. In the second strata, Decision Making, GMB offers decision support to functional managers (mid-ranking officers and civilian staff) in the form of scenarios generated, simulated changes and their results. In addition, these managers also have an expert group (policing champions) within DCP that is capable of communicating rationales for and against particular courses of action that are tested through simulation. The system dynamics model results provide the insights to support particular courses of action to change the response-patrol resourcing policy. Given that GMB offers an efficient way to build a shared model capable of answering multiple queries about the system and its dynamic
performance, there may be further opportunities to re-use the approach for understanding other DCP issues. Equally, once changes have been made to the RPO system, the model can track and predict future system performance in an on-going way supporting synchronisation of policy implementation. Within the selected expert group, in the third strata, Group Learning, (front-line sergeants and inspectors plus equivalent civilian managers) the GMB approach offers a rational process for the development of shared language around the issue, group dialogue and debate which can move towards a consensus view of how resourcing issues are structured. Importantly, the group’s participants move towards a shared understanding of the challenge which can be disseminated to others within DCP and beyond. Finally, in the fourth strata, Participant Acceptance, the benefits for individuals can comprise of their reaction to new information about the response-patrol officer (RPO) system, the insights they developed, their personal commitment to shared courses of action and the changes to their own practice within DCP. One potential development of the multimethodological approach would be to test this level of commitment at various points in the GMB engagement to better understand convergence phenomena.

6. Conclusion of the Case Study Application

The viable futures negotiated by the group (Phase One) and associated simulation boundaries informed the search for current barriers in the system (Phase Two) within which existing system constraints would be tested. It also enabled system dynamics structure to be assembled (Phase Three) in a way that accommodated the complex system interactions under consideration.

Through the mechanism of GMB, the final system dynamics model reflected the extent and nature of the RPO resourcing issue and policies to address it. The benefits of adopting a GMB approach to building consensus were realised by the organisation. Different perspectives provided by a multimethodology involving scenario planning, causal mapping and stock flow diagramming enabled clarity of purpose, process and available options to be determined for DCP. The system dynamics model allowed DCP to test policy options through the safety of a simulation before considering policy solutions for implementation. By adopting a simulated approach to resolving the messy issue of RPO resourcing, both cost-risks and time delays can be reduced.

Balancing the supply of police officers to the demands for frontline service to the public is generic to all police forces. Within the UK, successive policing reviews continue to seek resource efficiencies through superior policies. A three phase modelling process can assist policing policy makers in other jurisdictions to both understand interrelated issues and evaluate alternative courses of action given officer resource constraints. There are two limitations to this study; the first being the size of the modelling group which comprised of a restricted number of participants. The involvement of more participants could have helped to provide wider views of the issue under investigation in exchange for more time and resource. The second is the absence of a fourth GMB workshop for debriefing the group on the GMB process and simulated outputs. Debriefing the simulation model results did take place through wider DCP process improvement teams who commented on possible policy futures derived from the simulated outputs.
This three phase methodological approach could be widened to other public sector organisations where it is evident that structural and dynamic complexity could be overwhelming for individual analytical approaches. The emergency services on land, air and sea can potentially benefit from multimethodological modelling of policy imperatives under conditions where demand is prioritised and resources are limited. They may additionally benefit from using a series of modelling methods to achieve robust policy evaluation. Public services could also find more cost-effective solutions through pre-testing strategic policy decisions, in isolation or combined together, using multimethodological modelling.

In conclusion, this case study has illustrated how a multimethodological modelling approach has allowed a UK police force to explore and explain their demand management issues and support thinking about resourcing policy for their future RPO function.
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1 A government department responsible for policing, immigration, drugs policy and counter-terrorism.

2 Journey Making is a development of the Strategic Options and Development Analysis technique which has helped with the development of group decision support systems (Eden and Ackermann, 1998; Ackermann and Eden, 2011).

3 Grey-box as distinct from black-box where model structure is opaque to the client or observer.

4 Tenured officers work in roles outside of the response-patrol officer function that require specific training investment.

5 PESTEL is a framework to identify external drivers of change in strategic environments and stands for political, economic, social, technological, environmental and legal categories.

6 A scenario describes a possible future situation that may or may not materialise. They can be characterised as structured dynamic stories that capture key elements of uncertainty about how possible futures may evolve (Peterson *et al.*, 2003). Scenario planning is an approach that gathers the richer picture surrounding the issue being studied and allows alternative futures to be pre-experienced (van der Heijden, 2005). Groups can be used to generate realistic futures by taking into account wider perspectives of the system to understand the nature and scope of the issue being tackled. Groups discussions about viable scenarios extend beyond the formal scenario planning process and can be described as scenario thinking (Stewart *et al.*, 2013) which acts as an enabling mechanism for strategic conversations (Cairns *et al.*, 2006).

7 Storytelling is a narrative approach where individuals explain an experience within a specific theme. Their narrative is focused on explaining tacitly held knowledge concerning the issue being described. Storytelling can bring meaning and structure to the event being told with benefits to those who tell and those who listen (Bandini *et al.*, 2009).

8 Causal mapping (or cognitive mapping) can be used to specify cause and effect between system elements using arrows to indicate causal direction (see Eden and Ackermann, 2004; Neufeld *et al.*, 2013 for fuller outlines of the technique).

9 See (Kothari *et al.*, 2012) for a detailed outline of how causal maps can be used as a means of eliciting tacit knowledge through focus on action and skills to link experiences to events.
Stocks-flow diagrams use system dynamics notation and represent key accumulations or stocks and their inflows and outflows. Stocks are dynamic in that their accumulations vary over time according to flow adjustments.